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The quantum world appears very different from the world of classical
physics that it superseded. Quantum energy levels, wavefunctions and
probabilities seem incompatible with Newtonian particles moving along
well-defined orbits. Yet the two theories must be intimately related. Even the
Moon can be regarded as a quantum particle, so there must be circumstances
– roughly, large, heavy objects - where the quantum and classical predictions
agree. But the ‘classical limit’ is subtle, and much current research is aimed
at understanding it.

Diffficulties with the classical limit are extreme when the Newtonian
orbits are chaotic. Chaos is instability that persists, so that motion, although
strictly determined, is so sensitive that prediction is effectively impossible.
With chaos, there is no regularity, no strict repetition. The weather is a
familiar example. Another is the erratic rotation of one of the satellites of the
planet Saturn, namely Hyperion, a potato-shaped rock about the size of New
York City.

Chaos is problematic because the way a quantum wave develops in
time is determined by the associated energy levels. A mathematical
consequence of the existence of energy levels is that quantum time-
development contains only periodic motions with definite frequencies – the
opposite of chaos. Therefore there is no chaos in quantum mechanics, only
regularity. How then, can there be chaos in the world?

There are two answers. One is that as the classical limit is approached
– as objects get bigger and heavier – the time taken for chaos to be
suppressed by quantum mechanics gets ever longer, and would be infinite in
the strict limit. However, this explanation fails because the ‘chaos
suppression time’ is often surprisingly short – just a few decades even for
Hyperion.
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The true reason for the prevalence of chaos is that large quantum
systems are hard to isolate from from their surroundings. Even the ‘patter of
photons’ from the Sun (whose re-emission gives the light by which we see
Hyperion) destroys the delicate interference underlying the quantum
regularity. This effect, of large quantum systems being dramatically
sensitive to uncontrolled external influences, is called decoherence. In the
classical limit, the quantum suppression of chaos is itself suppressed by
decoherence, allowing chaos to re-emerge as a familiar feature of the large-
scale world.

Smaller quantum systems, such as atoms in strong magnetic fields,
molecules vibrating strongly, or electrons confined in ‘quantum dots’with
unsymmetrical boundaries, can be effectively isolated. Therefore
decoherence is irrelevant and there is no quantum chaos, even though the
corresponding classical systems are chaotic. Nevertheless, these quantum
systems reflect classical chaos in several ways, whose systematic study is
quantum chaology.

The energy levels of highly excited states form a set of numbers that
can be studied statistically. These statistics (for example, the probability
determining the spacings between neighbouring levels) are different when
there is chaos and regularity. Similarly, the patterns of the quantum waves
decribing the states are different (figure). A surprising and still-mysterious
discovery is that the arrangement of energy levels in quantum chaology is
related to one of the deepest problems in mathematics, involving patterns in
the prime numbers.

figure caption

Classical and quantum billiards. Left: classical orbits of an electron
bouncing off the walls. Right: corresponding quantum wave, giving
probability of finding the electron. Top: circle billiard, where orbits and
waves make regular patterns. Bottom: heart billiard, where orbits and waves
are chaotic.




